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Wright State University Dayton, Ohio

Benefits stall contract talk
By DAVID A. YETTER
(.uarrilan Staff Writer
Negotiations between representatives for Wright State University and the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCMEi,
h a « been an ongoing process as
the two factions have differed
over the content of the union's
request for a new contract providing extra benefits for WSU
employees.
In a September 1 meeting.
AFSCME presented a complete
proposal to include areas of
overtime pay. promotions and
medical expenses
"WE'RE STILL negotiating
but we haven't been able to
resolve the major concerns,"
said John Wilkens. night circulation supervisor at the WSU
Library and president of Local
2022.
"So far we've held approximately II meetings and we've
talked about employee hours of
work, grievances, binding arbitration and other areas."
Wilkens said the union's main
concerns are the economic issues, primarily the emergence of
the dental plan and the problem
of parking.
"OUR TOP economic issue is
the dental plan but the university
has stated there is no way they
will provide that." he said.
Wilkens said the university has
refused to agree on the economic
issues because of a lack of funds.
But he said. "I think we can fintf
a number of areas where the
money can be channeled into
these programs."
Wilkens suggest', that the University could supply tr..>re money
if they did not displace their
existing funds into such areas as
the security force by providing
extra parking monitors and radar
units.
"THEY ALSO have vacant
positions within the University
whicr haven't been filled for
years that are still belt v fund-

•

ed," he commented.
Judith Neiman, WSU director
of personnel, said Wilkens is
under a misconception concerning the allocation of funds into
various departments.
"Within our own department,
I have told him (Wilkens) that
present personnel costs run approximately 73.5 to 75 percent of
the budget and in no way can the
University allow that to run over
without affecting the cost to the
student."
NEIMAN SAID the additional
cost to provide the economic
concessions sought by the union
would be an allotment that would
continue year after year, while
expenses such as radar units for
security are a one shot item.
"If the budget supplies enough money for a certain
amount of radar units this year,
it does not necessarily mean that
they will do so next year,"
Neiman explained, adding that
the funds to provide future benefits for employees will be needed
continually.
"Where will they come up
with the money then?" she

asked.
AS FAR AS the vacancies
which are still funded. Netman
said that is not the way it is.
Neiman explained that Wilkens received his information
through a copy of the budget,
which indicated there were several areas that had vacancies yet
maintained by funds.
Neiman said however, that
looking at the copy of the budget
is nc* enough. Since the budget
is drawn up by the fiscal year, a
department may actually request
a new position to be opened and
filled later and for funds to be
made available even though
there may be no one holding the
position at that time.
"BY THAT TfME it would
already be printed in a copy of
the budget." she stated.
"Actually the negotiations are
going quite well." Neitr.an said,
"we've only come to an agreement jn most of the issues we've
discussed."
Neiman declined to comment
on the specific outcome of those
issues. "I don't think it will help
either side if I were to discuss it.

j,. 3 f #
IXSIGHTS HOST Bob Clark Interview. Dr. Leonard Organ
about China for WHIO TV program. See page 7 for story .

Dormitory illness cause is still unknown
By GAYLON VICKERS
Guardian Staff Writer
The causes of the mysterious
disease which struck ov*r 40
Wright State students last quarter are still unknown. The Greene
County Board of Health reports
they expected to have the reialts
weeks ago.
Tony Navaroli, director of Environmental Health at the Board
of Health, said. "I'm waiting to
have a conference with Judy
Poligo (of the Southwest Ohio
Department of Health) about
what we have hers."
HE NOTED preliminary reports
have shown an antibody build-up
in the blood of the people who
contracted the disease, but went
on to say he was not sure what
this indicated.

friday

the weather
Snow continuing through Saturaay. Highs Friday in the 20s and
(owt Friday night from 10 to 15. Highs Saturday will be in the
upper teens to low 20s.

registrar reminds
The Registrar's office would like to remind students that Jan. 16
is the last day they can withdraw from classes and still get an 80%
refund.
Students should also note that Feb. 22 is the last day to drop
classes without a grade.

Navaroli pointed to other outbreaks of diseases with "very
similar symptoms." including
one at Ashland College in which
over 100 people were involved.
Despite these outbreaks, he
said he had seen no report from
the Federal Communicable Disease Center on the various types
of flu viruses in the country this
year.
"DO WE HAVE a new one (flu
virus) here?", Navaroli asked.
He went on to say. "1 don't
know; it may just be an old one
making the rounds again."
University
Doctor
Claude
Hambrick who has also been
getting reports on the disease
noted there had been, "nothing
of consequence on the reports wt
received."
He went on to say. "we see
this type of illness week after
week, the only difference in this

case w as the number of people tip Johnston was taken to St. Elizabecome ill in a short period of beth Medical Center last Sunday
time."
after complaining of symptoms
Navaroli said he could not similar to those reported by
disagree with Hambrick's opin
persons affected last November.
ion. but wouid "recommend anyJohnston was kept overnight
one who thinks he is contracting and St. Elizabeth's Dr. Larson,
this disease to contact their who treated Johnston, said his
doctor.''
illness "could easily have been
He pointed out he himself had the same as caused the problems
contracted the disease and didn't last year."
think he could kick it without
Larson called Johnston's illantibiotics. While other symp- ness "stomach flu in layman's
toms had been reported, Navaroli terms" and added, "There are a
said "the disease effected my number of viruses that could
rsspiritory system so badly 1 have caused it."
could hardly breathe."
The illness was first reported
"It doesn't appear to attack on the WSU campus Nov. 16.
any specific age group," Nava- of last year when seven Hamilton
roli said, but also noted one cf Hall residents were transported
the quesitons that needed to be to area hospitals.
answered was whether the disBy Nov. 23, the number of
ease could be more severe for similar illnesses had climbcd to
older people.
approximately 40 students and 20
Hamilton Hall Resident David non-students.

WSU holds dedication of dorm
By BOB HENSLEY
Guardian Special Writer
Wright State's only residence
hall was formally dedicated as
Hamilton Hall in ceremonies
Thursday afternoon.
Andrew Spiegel, executive
vice-president
and
provost,
stressed the importance of needing a name for the dorm. "I
remember when the students
would way "I'm going back to
the dorm." said Spiegel. He
went on to say that the students

were tired of living in the dorm.
that they wanted a place with a
name.
HAMILTON HALL was finally
chosen to be the official name of
the dorm. Hamilton Hall was
named after an underground
river. Valerie Undsey. chairer,
Hamilton hall name committee,
explained, "Hamilton is an underground river that runs underneath the Little Miami River in
Dayton. It was an ancient river
valley. The reservoir today still

has water in it and a few of the
institutes around this area tap
water from it to cool down the
machinery."
At the end of the dedication
service Dave Aldrich, Hamilton
Hall ;'.f-,"ctor. did the honors of
unveili:.? she Hamilton Hail
plaqi,. the plaque read, "Hamilton Hall, constructed 1970,
Dedicated January 12. 1978."
After the dedication service
food and snacks were served.
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Coal supply causes worry
From United Prens International
With an 86 day supply of coal
on hand the Dayton Power and
Light Co. is one of two public
utilities which the Ohio Depart
ment of Energy says is in good
shape in terms of the amount of
coal they have on hand.
Overall the situation doesn't
look that good for the other
utility companies the department
said because, "less and less"
coal is moving into the state.
Also, companies are beginning to
express concern about the dwindling coal supplies.
"COAL IS still moving in Ohio
but each week less and less is
moving," said Dave Zimmer.
deputy director of the Ohio Department of Energy. "The strike
is becoming more and more
effective in the terms of shutting
down the distribution of coal."
"The utilities are dropping in
terms of supply but nobody is at
the point yet that we consider to
be crucial." said Zimmer. "But
in another IS days or so we are
going to have some utilities
dropping below the 15 day supply point."
When an electric utility goes
below the SO day supply mailt, it
imposes in-house conservation
methods to cut down on the use
of coal according to contingency
plans filed with the Public Utili-

ties Commission of Ohio.
"WE ARE WATCHING the
situation very closely." said Zimmer. "1 would say we are
concerned."
Columbus & Southern Ohio
Electric Co. Thursday became
the first Ol'io utility to publicly
describe the problems that the
nationwide sirike by the United
Mine Workers union are beginning to cause.
Columbus & Southern Ohio
Electric, in announcing full resumption of service following a
power cutback because of frozen
coal, said the immediate problem
now facing electric utilities is the
coal strike.
THE UTILITY has a 63 day
supply on hand and is not
receiving a-.) coal mined by
non-UMW sources.
Ohio Edison Co. said it had a
67 day supply on hand.
"We are watching the situation closely," said Dave Peoppelmeir. an Ohio Edison spokesman. "We are receiving some
non-union coal but very little
from what it was three weeks
ago."
PEOPPELMEIR SAID when
the utility reaches a SO day
supply it will begin conservation
efforts within the company.
"At 40 days we will make
public appeals to all customers to
conserve
electricity
through

which we hope to reduce consumption Bv 25 percent." he
said. "At 30 days we will begin
asking customers for further reductions and suggest additional
action by minimizing work schedules, the closing of pub'ic buildings and the elimination of some
retail operations wherever possible."
All the utilities have similar
contingency plans with some
variations.
A SPOKESMAN for Ohio Power Co., said that utility had a 70
day supply of coal on hand.
Frank Hudacek. a spokesman for
Cleveland Electric Illuminating,
said CEI had a 70 dcy supply of
coal also.
"We have stockpiled a lot of
coal and we are using it."
Hudacek said.
A SPOKESMAN for Cincinnati
Gas 4 Electric Co. said the utility
had 73 days worth of coal on
hand and is not receiving any
new coal. The two utilities in the
best shape appear to be Toledo
Edison and Dayton Power &
Light Co.
Roger Buehrer, a spokesman
for Toledo Edison, said the utility
had a 95 day supply of coal oil
hand.
Don Speyer, a spokesman for
Dayton Power & Light, said DP
3c L t.ad an 86 day of supply of
coal.
"WE ARE IN pretty decent
shape," said Speyer. "We have
gotten some coal from mines that
are not represented by the United Mine Workers.
"But the supply is going
down," he said. "The big question mark is how long the strike
is going to last."

Rhodes to tell state of state
COI UMBUS (UPI)—Gov. James
A. Rhodes asked legislative leaders Thursday for permission to
deliver a State of the State
message to a joint session of the
General Assembly at II a m
Feb. 15.
Rhodes' request was trade in
identical letters to the four ma
jority and minority leaders in th
House and Senate. He asked thai
a joint session be convened at 11
a.m. in the ^touse chamber.
Senate President Pro Tempore
Oliver Ocasek, (D-Akron). said
he and House Speak-r/ Vernal G.
Rirfe Jr., (D-New Boston), had
agreed to the date loinc time ago
and thai Rhodes indicated he
would address the Legislature on
the financial and economic condition of ttie state.
CHAN COCHRAN, an tide so

Rhodes, said it was "premature"
to speculate on what the governor might talk about. He would
not comment when asked if
school financing would be discussed.
It is expected the governor
would want to continue his quest
of incentives for industrial expansion. among ether things.
HE DELIVERED a blistenng
message to the Democmicdominatcd body in June 1976 snd
was subsequently denied use of
the House chamber for similar
purposes later that year
But Ihe governor gave a more
conciliatory speech in his State of
the State message a year ago.
Ocasek said the relationship
between the Legislature and the
executive ' had considerably improved" since 1976

^r rtrst National Banfc

Hydrant heist?
CLEVELAND (UPI)—A fire
hydrant theft ring involving
some high-ranking Cleveland
Water Department officials
took up to $200,000 worth of
city hydrants and parts the
past three years, the Cleveland Press said Thursday in a
copyrighted story.
Hydrants stolen from the
city's Harvard Yards went to
M & M Construction Co. for
installation in suburban communities. the newspaper said.
The alleged thefts occurred
while fire lighters an.', inner j
city residents complained j
about hundreds of non-work i
ing hydrants on the city's east
side.
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IRA sets blasts

BELFAST. Northern Ireland (UPI)—The outlawed provisional Irish
Republican Army Thursday set off 10 bombs in Belfast and its
northern suburbs.
A policeman and a soldier were slightly injured in the blasts, but
enough warning was given for civilians to be evacuated.
Police said the firebombings—10 in all in Belfast and its
southern suburbs—were probably linked to this afternoon's
Parliamentary debate on Northern Ireland in London.
THE FIRST THREE explosions destroyed two office buildings on
downtown King Street. Soldiers saw three men jump out of a black
can, drop packages outside the building and speed off.
The bombs went off a shoh time later, triggering fires, but the
area had been cleareed.
Shortly afterwards an explosion and fire ripped through an inn
in a suburban area south of the city. A ground floor restaurant was
destroyed but the building was empty and there wer» no injuries.
MINUTES LATER, police were called to nearby Finaghy
following a telephone warning that three more bombs were planted
in a shopping center. The area was evacuated and as police and
trooiis moved in twin blasts rocks a hardware store and furniture
shop.
No one was injured but fires swept through both buildings and
spread to a post office.
An hour later bomb explosions destroyed two furniture stores
just north of downtown Belfast.

Mideasttalks stall
CAIRO, Egypt (UPI)—Egypt and Israel failed to reach agreement
Thursday on the future of Jewish settlements in Sinai but said both
sides were determined to reach a solution.
"Obviously there is a gap," said Israeli Defense Minister Ezer
Weizman, "but we hope to bridge it. We are still talking and this
in itself is progress."
Gamassy, who said Wednesday the settlements should be
abandoned because they violated Egyptian sovereignty, declared:
"The question was discussed yesterday and today and we shall
continue to discuss it until we find the means that would achieve
the aims of the two sides.
"WITH DETERMINATION, PERSISTENCE and constructive
debate, we shall reach results." Gamassy said.
The question of about 20 Jewish settlements along the
Mediterranean coast in the Sinai has posed the most difficult
problem at the meetings of a joint Egyptian-Israeli military
committee which began Wednesday. Another round of talis was
-scheduled for this evening.
Weizman and Gamassy were briefing the press after a morning
session at the two-story Tahra Palace. At one point. Weizman
referred to the "extreme difficulties we face," and Gamassy
reminded reporters: "You should not think that in two days the
problems which accumulated over the years will be solved."

Jury calls fire witnesses
NEWPORT, Kv. (UPI)—Subpoenas have been mailed to 50
Campbell County residents, making them prospective members of
a special ^rand jury scheduled to investigate the Beverly Hills
nightclub fire thai killed 164 people last May 28.
The 50 have been instructed to appear at the Campbell CountyCourthouse Feb. 14 for what figures to be a lor.ji selection process
to get the 12 grand jurors.
The grand jury , which will WOT* between three months and six
months on the case, will decide if criminal charges should be filed
in connection with the fire.
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By RICHARD EDGERTON
Guardian Stall Writer

Bright
lights,
Hollywood
and
Hope

Ray Harris, a freshman theatre
major at Wright State, is starting
his show business career at the
top.
Harris is one of eight winners
in the national finals of the Bob
Hope Search for the Top in
collegiate talent. The eight acts
chosen in the finals included
Ray s modem dance, singers, a
magician and a jazz ensemble.
HARRIS AND the other finalists will also travel to California
late in March to tape a television
special with Bob Hope.
A local contest, the first stage
of the search, was to be held at
Wright State but the turnout of
interested students was so small
that the WSU contest was cancelled. Harris was then sent to the
Ohio regional contest at Hiram
College in Hiram. Ohio, for his
first competition.
"Most of the acts at Hiram
weren't that good." Harris
. said," but 1 wouldn't have want-
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acting scholarship," Harris exmuch more freedom to eiperiplained, "but now I'm planning
ment."
to major In dance."
Since of the acts were strictly
When not studying or performmusical and included little moveing dance. Harris said he likes to
ment but Ray's act was presentteach it and he has formed a
ed with extra problems.
danc* company to represent the
"The stage was in pretty bad
Bolinga Center in such events as
shape for dancing," Harris said.
"At the beginning of my act I the celebration of the seventh
was going into a jump and I anniversary of the opening of the
Center.
slipped and almost fell but I was
able to slide through it and act
The Ebony Majestic Singers
like it was what I meant to do."
and the Dayton Contemporary
After the competition, the
Dance
Company (with whom
eight winners and Bob Hope
Harris is associated) will join the
performed before an audience of
Bolinga Center Dancers in the
6000 people. "At the performcelebration this Friday at 7:30
ance after the finals, each act
p.m.
in the Creative Arts Buildperformed what they had done in
ing.
the contest and then Hope came
RAY HARRIS
out and performed for about an
hour." Harris said. "We really
Amid all this activity Harris •*
decide on the winners."
looking forward to traveling tc
Harris act was a modern dance didn't get a chance to meet him
Columbus later this month lo
interpretation of the tune "Tor- then but I'm looking forward to
audition for a job at Disneyland.
nadoes" from the new Broadwav working more closely with him
This audition was offered to
musical "The Wiz." He said when we tape the special."
Harris only been studying
Harris by the educational proprefers modern dance to traditional forms like ballet because dance for a little over a year.
gram director for Disneyland, Or.
"I
was
originally
more
into
John
Anello. who served as a
"in ballet you have set positions
judge in the Bob Hope Search.
while in modern dance there is acting, in /act I'm here on an

ed to be a judge at the finals. All
of the acts were excellent and it
took the judges a long time to

Bolinga Center still thrives after eight years SHARE
THE
NEWS!
By HEATH MACALP1NE
Guardian Staff Writer
As the Bolinga Center moves
into its eighth year. Acting Director Carolyn Wright said she is
content with the present slate of
the center and confiden* of its
future.
"I'm pretty satisfied with the
center as it is," said Wright,
acting director since last July,
"we're trying to promote an
understanding of what black culture is to the people at Wright
State."
THE CENTER, founded in
J97I. provides a refuge for the
black student at Wright State,
Wright said.
"Mainly it's a place to go
where the tension is down. The

tension is kind of hard to describe. You could sort of call it
white shock. If you're grown up
in a black neighborhood or community you can be just overwhelmed by Wright State and
the amount of white people out
here," Wright said.
The center has had three
different stages "At the beginning we were a sort of an African
culture center " Wright said.
"We had speakers from various
African nations in to talk. We're
still trying to do that with our
lecture series. After that we got
into a more contemporary problems type area, including things
like career orientation.
"NOW WE'RE mixing both
together, working with the pro-

Rhodes goes to Supreme Court
ColumUis (liPI)-Gov. James A.
Rhodes will take the damage suit
stemming ftorn the killing of four
Kent State University students
by National Guardsman tc, the
Supreme Court, it was reported
Thursday.
The Columbus Dispatch said
Victor Goodman. Rhodes' attorney. wouid flie ihe case with the
Supreme Court

The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati recently
ordered a new trial in the lawsuit.
A federal district court jury in
Cleveland ruled in Rhodes' favor
and tossed ou • the suit filed by
parents of those killed or wounded by National Guard troops on
May 4, 1970, during an anti-war
demonstration.

blems of the black student while
at the same time trying to keep
them informed about their culture," said Wright.
Wright said for the future,
"I'd like to see more concrete
things, such as research coming
out of the center dealing with the
problems of the black community.
"I'd also like to see greater
use of >he center, but at the same
time I don't want it to be the only
thing ,.n campus where there are
black related things. I think that
will change as the universitygrows larger," she said.
VERY FEW WHITES use the
center, according to Wright.
"There liavt been some problems," she «.aid. "I think manystudents feel threatened coming

^lonionfiuf
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in here. It's very much the same
thing as the black student feels
outside of the center."
Wright would like to see
courses like black history eventually made a part of the regular
course. "Right now," she said,
"we need that type of offering.
Most regular courses don't have
very many or any features that
are of great interest to the black
student." said Wright. "Until
ihose type subjects become more
integrated with the regular subjects, in both college and high
school, we need the separate
courses for them," she said.
The Bolinga Center, located on
the first floor in Millett Hall,
consists of a library, a lounge,
and offices.

jan. 13,14 MUDDY RIVER
new blusgrGss
19,20.21 ANDY COHEN
folk songs, blues
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Drop/add fees
should be halted
Why have a drop-add fee? Both University Registrar Louis
Falkner and Student Caucus Liberal Arts Representative Steve
Stringer have said they would like to see the fee abolished.
They have come to their decisions for different reasons. Falkner
sees the abolishing of the fee as a way of cutting down on
paperwork. Stringer undoubtedly sees the fee as a nusiance fee to
discourage changing classes, a point with which Falkner is in
agreement.
The reasons given by the administration for the fee is that it
covers the cost of the paperwork and discourages the frivolous
dropping of classes.
Since the fee is SIO and the cost for the paperwork could not be
higner ihan S2 0. that reason is flimsy. As a nuisance fee, the
excuse also falls down, as most other state universities content
themselves with fees ranging from S2 to SS.
Or does the fee serve, as Stringer suggests, as a means of
generating additional revenue?
Last year the drop-add fees generated S80.000. which was then
put into the University general fund. Could it be that the
University has devised a way to generate added revenue without
hat ing to go through the controversial process of hiking tuition?
The Daily Guardian commends the actions of Steve Stringer and
we will lend our full support to attempts to abolish the fee. but
with one qualification. If we take awuy this source of income, the
University will most assuredly uncover another way to squeeze
blood from the turnip.

It's about time
Wednesday HEW Secretary Joseph Califano announced that he
was beginning a major campaign to gel Americans to quit
smoking. This seems to be an idea whose lime has come.
Il has been 15 years since the original pronouncement by the
Surgeon General thai smoking is indeed hamful to the health of
the nation. Since then little has been done except for the yearly
raising of the subside for tobacco farmers.
Also since then, the number of smokers has continually risen.
The increases have occured in ait age groups, but what is bud. is
that the largest increases are among the young.
Along with th:it number Smoking cancer ha t become one of the
mqfor car.ses of death in this country. One of the most common
fonts of cancer is lung cancer wluch has been linked to smoking.
We ere glad to see the '• .deral government is taking a strong
stand, finally, on smoking. We hope they could find a vay to end
the support of the lobaccc, industry without destroying the incomes
of I fir fa rmeft involved. Ij they »-oiJd do this they would end a
mindless contr^'iitio? of both disccu.vging ••nroking . hile paying
farmers 10 increase their tobacco production.

Legal aid for students
supfHut House BUI ffl, which, if passed, will permit rhe
njunlary establishment of student legal services on the campuses
of the state 's universities.
The fact that many such programs have already been
successfully established in other states points to the need for such
a service. Students need low cost legal services u. protect
themselves from the unscrupulous of in the world.
The bill provides that the service be set up within parameters
set up by inaividual boards of trustees and that the service not be
used to pursue litigations against Che Board ofRei.-ents. boards of
trustees, collegts. universitier, facuhv. staff or students of the
same school
Clearly there is little risk to any sponsoring university in
'"•ibUshing the program, and tve hope university administrators
will endorse this bill in the interest of service to the student
community.

By Chipp Swindler-

'Nothing Day' deprives
I'm not sure when I first became aware of it,
but sometime during my grade school years it
was pointed out to me tha; National Nothing
Day and my birthday are one in the same.
National Nothing Day is a day set aside to
insure that the people of these United States
will always have at least one day a year when
they don't have !o celebrate anything.
WHILE I AGREE that there may be entirely
too msiiy holidays and celebrations going on
these days, it is a bit unsettling to find that
one's birthday* has been so uncerimoniously
swiped. Gone. Kaput.
Of course, I took it quite hard. I mean, what
do you expect from a pdor child who has just
been informed that he will have no more
birthdays? If you expected suicide, you're not
far off the mark. Like I said. I took it very hard.
So what could I do? Appeals to my mother
were most ineffective. Maybe I should have
written to my representatives. Perhaps even
the President. Instead, I have suffered in
silence these long veats. No more. From now
on I'm fighting for what ought to be rightfully
mine.
THE FIRST THING I'm going to do is
announce that I am. indeed, going to have a
birthday this year. I'm not going to say when it
will be. since I don't wish to be deluged with
gifts from my devoted readers. But you can rest
assured that it will be celebrated.
Next I shall erupt in a fit of righteous
indignation against whoever is responsible for
this outrage. There has got to be someone at
Ihe bottom of all this. ! suspect a Communist
plot. Who else would steal a birthday from

some unsuspecting child? Will those scoundrels
stop at nothing?
When I find ot.t who is behind all this
National Nothing Day crap, he/she/it is in for
trouble. As close as I can figure, someone owes
me 13 birthdays. And I intend to collect.
FOR 13 YEARS I have been waiting for that
day. I anticipate a celebration of the first
degree. A good time will be had by all. Except
the poor schmuck who has to foot the bill, of
course, but that is his problem. After all. I
didn't ask him to steal my birthday.
MEASURES WILL ALSO have to be taken to
insure that some other poor child is not
traumitized in this manner. Never again shall
someone be subjected to such torture.
No one shall ever have to suffer the
humiliation of not having anything to put on the
line of an application where it says "Date of
birth." Never again shall anyone have to
graduate from high school thinking that they
arc 11 years old.
It's going to be grand to have a birthday to
celebrate again. I'm going to go out and get a
driver's license. 1 think 1 might go to register to
vote. Maybe ask somebody for a date. Do all
those things that young adults do in America
do these days. (Did I hear somebody mention
something illegal?)
I'm going to buy a car. perhaps a house, and
definitely acquire some of those snazzy high
heeled shoes that everyone was wearing a few
years ago. Anything else that you wish to
suggest will be gladly accepted.
And then I'm going to go out and buy my
first shot of bourbon.

Seeing 'Between the lines 'is revealing
By DANIEL PiCKREL
Guardian Staff Writer
What happens when a once
revolutionary underground newspaper mellows out with society to
the point that it is sold to a slick
corporate newspaper chain?
The answer is Between The
lines, a movie that will be
•paying at the Little Art Theatre
January 12-14. The movie, shot
in Cambridge Mass.. deals with
the interpersonal struggles of
college age news .riters while
their world, their newspaper up
folds as they know it.
BRUNO K1RBY does a good
job in portraying a motivated

beginning journalist who makes
mistakes daiiy and is naive to the
limits corrupted politicians will
go to get rid of a bothersome
reporter.
John Heard is Harry the once
crusading reporter whose writing
flame is beginning to flicker and
whose imaginary ailments arc
getting annoying. His writing it
declining but his ego is no! which
make him i bit of a jerk with his
on-and-off again girlfriend Abby,
portrayed by Lindsay Crouse, a
photographer for the paper.
Stephen Collins, Michael, who
becomes a novelist and gives up
the "news reporting crap" to
leave for New York to work on

his novel.
There is some good photography in this mcvie.
Fred Barton wrote the screen
play from his experiences at the
Boston's Real Paper. David Hel
pa also helped write this very
convincing movie.
The movie showed the tensions
that a writer goes though while
he is writing his articles. It also
shows what can happen when a
little glory goes to a writers
head.
OVERALL, i found the movie
very enjoyable and appreciated
leeing that there is someone else
struggling to put out a paper
other than the Guardian.

.
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American pancakes abroad don t stack up
By SUSAN OPT
Guardian SUfT Writer
There arc little bits of miscellaneous information that 1 didn't
think about before going to a
foreign country such as, "What
does a mailbox look like?"
The first time I was in England
I went expecting the familiar red.
white and blue mailbox. I was
soon to find out. however, lhat
an English mailbox is not even a
box; it's a red cylinder with a slot
in the side and a picture of a lion
on it, above which "ER" is
written,
__ Sixth of a aetle*
THEN THERE was the day I
asked a post "fticc worker to
weigh a letter for me and tell me
how many ounccs it was so I
would know now much postage to
put on it. The employee in turn
informed me that letters are no
longer weighed in ounces but in
grams. What do I know about
grams/
I found these little technicalities popping up all over the place
during my trip. Some were funny, some embarrassing, and
some completely confusing-like
the day I tried to date a traveller's check.
I had dropped some film off at
a locai camera shop to be developed, and upon returning to
pick up the prints I had to pay
with a traveller's check since I
did not have enough change.
I DATED it 12-10-7? (or December !0, 1977).
When I handed it to the clerk
she looked horrified. "You've

put the wrong date on the
check," she exclaimed. I argued
back that 1 had not put the wrong
date on.
Then she explained 1 had to
write the date 10-12-77 in order
for the bank to cash it. So. sfter
that incident 1 continued to write
the date day-month-year.
ONE OF MY bigger mistakes
of the trip was attempting to buy
a pipe for a special fr>r,d of
mine. I went to Selfridges, an
elitist department store in London, which is somewhat similar
to Macy's in New York.
1 knew absolutely nothing about pipes (except one smokes
them), so after circling the counter a few times and looking over
literally hundreds of pipes (Dunhill's. Kavwoodie, London Briar,
etc.), 1 finally relented and found
a clerk to assist me.
I told her 1 was interested in a
pipe but it really did not matter
what kind; a pipe's a pipe (or at
least 1 thought it was). Her eyes
widened, she stiffened up a bit
and 1 began to get the feeling I
had offended her somehow.
SHE THEN informed me, in a
very pleasant but controlled
voice, that a lot of time and
consideration of various factors
should go into the selection of a
pipe. "Like what?" 1 asked.
She began listing all this criteria. such as the man's height,
weight, age, build, color of hair
and eyes...whether or not he
tap dances-1 don't know. 1 was
really beginning to wonder what
I had gotten myself into this
time.

So finally I pointed to a pipe
and said. "He's 22 and about
S-foot-U, will this one do?" She
seemed pleased at my selection
and 1 was pleased to leave
WHILE IN LONDON, I had a
chance to make a visit to McDonalds for lunch. The menu was the
same as in the U.S. though the
prices were a bit higher. A
hamburger ran about 27 pence
(50 cents), small fries were 17
pence (31.5 cents) and a milkshake (white ice cream, believe it
or not) was 30 pence (55.5 cents.)
But they didn't have any ketchup.
Along the line of food. 1 also
had a chance to eat at a Tennessee Pancake House in Birmingham. England. It was a nice little
restaurant, obviously serving
pancakes, decorated with Civil
War pictures and flags.
But the selection of pancakes
was really unbelievable. There
were pancakes with chocolate
syrup, with lettuce and tomato,
with hamburger between the
cakes, and on and on.
I FINALLY found an order for
just pancakes and maple syrup
hidden somewhere on the second
side of the menu. When I
ordered, the waitress asked me if
1 prcfered whipped cream or ice
cream on top. 1 thought she was
crazy.
Some American friends of
mine went to a Kentucky Fried
Chicken in Preston. England.
When they asked the waitress if
they had Extra Crispy Chicken,
she gave them a pu/aled look and
replied, "Well, some of out

chicken comes out crispier than
others."
OFF THE SUBJECT of food
and on to something els* I found
interesting, the movie Star Wars
had not opened in England at the
time and was due to break on
Christmas day in London It
really surprised me that it had
taken so long to get to England.
But movies playing th- towns 1
was in included The Sling. Dirty
Harry. The Spy Who Loved Me.
Sound of Music and a couple of X
flicks. The Rescuers opened
while I was there.
I could have turned to the
television for entertainment but
there was not much there, cither.
The government runs two television siations-BBC 1 and BBC 2.
ana only about five or six independent stations exist around the
country.
However. American television
shows were popular. The girl 1
stayed with had Starsky and
Hutch posted up on her wall and
Charlie's Angles and Kojak posters were common. 1 watched
Man From Atlantis and found

G00V PRIWKS
G00V COMPANY

A UNIQUE &
HAPPY PLACE

some bocks on the Six Million
Dollar Man and the Btonic Woman.
By the way. if you don't like
'.axes-don't move to England.
The tax rate for a single pe-son
making over 675 pounds (about
$1,250) is 35 percent and over
8.000 pounds (aoo.'« $14,800) a
super-tax of 85 perce.it is imposed.
But despite these little surprises. on the whole, the trip ta
England was very enjoyable.
Even the weather msnaged to
stay clear (only raining at night),
except on the return trip when 1
was delayed by fog at La Guardia
in New York. But going to
England was a great way to
spend Christmas break.
TOMORROW-A Weekend in
Paris

Please
recycle this j
j Guardian !
9 PM - 2 AM
7 DAYS A WEEK

810 N. MAIN SI
DAYTON, OHIO
228-9916

Retailers of
Fine Quality Backpacking
and Camping Eauipment

TIIE GUARDL4N NEEDS YOU!
If you have been just standing around
trying to decide what to do with some of your
abundant spare time,
the Guardian could be just
w hat you have been looking for!
The Guardian needs secretaries,
reporters and salespersons.
Pay and credit hours available.
So w hy not try the Guardian?

873-2505
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hott much
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Jar. 14

$5.50. $6.50

Les McCann

Veteran's memorial
Hall. Columbus
Bogarts, Cincinnati

Jan. 15. 16

$5.50

Buddy Rich

Gilly's

Jan.18

$5.50

Emerson. Lake & Palmer

Columbus Fairgroumls Jan. 19

Conway Twitty

Brick

Taft Auditorium
Cincinnati

Emerson. Lake & Palmer

Riverfront Coliseum

Willie Nelson

Hara Arena

Gary Wright
Foghat

Jan. 22

$7.50 adv
$5.50. $6.50
$6.50, $7.50

Feb. 2

$6.50. $7,50

Hara Arena

Feb. 11

$7.00 advance

Hara Hrena

Feb. 26

$6.00 adv

%\je Dailu Cfcuarbinn

Women's Center films
By R. L. METCALF
Guardian Staff WHter
The Dayton Women's Center
is sponsoring a showing of six
short films the National Women's Film Circuit, which will be
shown at the First Unitarian
Church on 665 Salem Avenue
this weekend.
The first showing, at 7 p.m.
Fri., Jan. 13, is for women
only; everyone is invited to attend on Sat.. Jan. 14. at the
same hour.
The six films in this package
are: Woman to Woman, a Documentary featuring the history of
women's roles and work; Taking
Our Bodies Back: Ih* Women's
Health Movement, which deals
WANTFD: Anyone ' living
near Miami Valley Hospital
vho has an 8 o'clock class on
•1on.. Wed., and Friday, and
•ould like to share gas expense. please call me any
night, except Tuesdav. Linda,
222-3158. 1-5
BELLBROOK
STUDENT
needs someone to carpool or
ride with to school. Call Joe.
433-5216. 1-6

Classified Ads)

For Sale

STUDY GUIDE lor Elements
of Physical Geography by
Strahler and Strahler used in
Geo 101 (2325, 2327)-FREE to
®*st needy caller! Call Lynn in
IMS. ext. 3080. 1-4

FOR SALE: Rhb 373-Medical
Aspects of Rehab I. Hist 122
European Civilization 17151871. Rel 110 Approaches To
Religion. Call Linda at 2223152. 1-4
FOR SALE Robyn CB Antenna with light on tip of antenna. Includes coax and mounting materials for trunk lid
mount. $10. Rep'v mailbox
E554. 1-6
FOR SALE: 1974 Sheraon
mobile home. 14 x 65. 2 B.R.,
near WPAFB & WSU. skirting. anchors, etc. Why rent?
878-3821 after 6:00. 1-3
FOR SALE: Rabbits for sale. 6
weeks o'.d. $1.50 each. Cai)
Sue at 252-6289 or Allro
mailbox M633. ' -4
FOR SALE: Beautiful Afghan
hound. Registered light-colored male. CoiiUct Doug, box
E«i4. l-li
FOR SALE: (Fender) Rhodes
77 key e'ecCric piano. 2 years
.ild. ciceileM cond'iicii. $70C'
Epiphonc electric bass. Very
good condition. 190 Call MS0760, days. » 4
FOP SALE: Green textured
couch. 2 ,-no cables. 1 coffee
taole, 2 lamps. $100. good to
lair condition. If interested,
call Debbie X2301. 1-6
FOR SALE: Good hunting
beagle for sale, will also make
good pet. Call Paul at 2360274. X-b

Automotive

FOR SALE: Wheels. Two 14
inch. Chrome Reverse wheels.
7 Inches wide. 2'/i inch center
hole, 2 3/8 inch lug pattern,
of* duster, new condition. $35.
Mailbox F293. 1-5
FOR SALE: 1970 VW bug.
defogger. AM-FM. excellent
condition. $850. I 687-2058.
1-10
I 5R SALE: 1974 Chrysler
Imperial LeBaron. Blue exterior/blue vinyl top/blue velour
interior/new brakes. PS/PB/
PW/Cruise
control/CB.
$?000. Call Jim at 390-0341.

i-:o

FOR SALE: 1974 Red MG
Midget. Excellent condition.
Must sell. Call 254-7858. 1-11
FOR SALE: 1972 Pinto Runabout. air. auto, good coi.di;,-n. $1050, 1-6E7-205S. I-'C

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED: Reader
wanted for student. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday afternoons 2-3 p.m. Pay $2.00
hour. If interested, contact
Tom at 873-2231. or box B340
in Hamilton Hall. Preferably a
student with a biology background. 1-6

Help wanted
J !' you would like to increase
| your income, and also work in
a young and pleasant environment. come «nu see us aboni
a position at the Boar's Head
Restaurant. We are presently
looking for Applicants immediately to fill s number of fy.l
and part time positions (an.1
you tray be the right person
for the jcb.) Wo arc located in
Trotwood. ri^I.t across the
street from the Salem Mall.
Interviews neld Mon-Fri from
2-4 p.m.
The Boar's Head, a nice
place to work.

FOR SALE. 75 VW Rebbit.
deluxe w/radials. AM-FM.
50,000 miles. $2200 firm, call
879-4871. 1-5
FOR SALE: '75 Yamaha RD
.550, very good condition.
Must see to appreciate. Will
sacrifice. Call 878-3627. l-ll

*'«ak »

Would like to enter Bridge
Tourney on 1-11-78. need
partner.
know
several
systems and can play with
anyone who adheres to the
rules. On short notice. I prefer
Goren Advanced or Straight,
with Blackwood Convention,
others also.
HELP WANTED: Elementary
Ed. or E.C.E. student to work
afternoons. Evergreen Children Center. Call 426-6674.
x-1/13

Housing
ROOMS: Amherst Haus fellowship. An intercity group
living expenance is looking 4
coiiipatable individuals to join
our house. Rent $110 per
month. Includes: food, utilities. private room, laundry
facilities. We share cooking/
shopping cleaning/group activities. No pets, no children.
For more information call Joanne at 275-9250 after 6 p.m.
1-6
ROOMS: Female Roommate
needed to share 'A Bonnie
Villa Apt. Prefer studious.
Call Eileen at 426-0343 or
leave message in A-229. 1-9
ROOMS: Roommate needed
to share 3 bedrooms. Ranch.
4.5 miles from W.S.I). $100 a
month pays for everything.
Call Rick before 4:C0 252-8955
after 4:00 226-0433. 1-6

Wanted
NEEDED: Ride for 9 a.m.
Class Mon. Thru.. Fri., from
N. Main St.-Shoop Hill area.
Will help with gas. Contact
Beth at 278-2208, or leave
note in mailbox H-168. 1-4
WSU STUDENT needs ridfrom Wright State to Water vliet Avenue on Tuesday and
Thursday at 5 p.m. Please call
256-4539 or leave message in
mailbox number B643. 1-3
Bellbrook Day Student needs
ride to and from school, will
pay cost. Call 848 2181

FREE DOLLARS: just let me
buy or rent these books 1.
Prob & Stat for Engr (Miller
& Freund). 2. Switching Th.
etc. (Hill & Peterson), 3. Intro
Computer Sim. (Bernett). Box
K695. 1-5

Lost & Found
LOST AND FOUND: LOST; a
black hat was picked up off a
table in the Crock Pot. From
11-12 on 1-11-78. Contact
Hans. 1217. 1-11

Miscellaneous
ON FEBRUARY 5. 1978, the
Dayton Chess Club will be
sponsoring the Day tornado
XXX Wright State University
in Allyn Hall. Come in and
play. Entry fee is $6 for
non-DCC or LCC members. $4
^for members O.C. A. members
get 50 cents off. An additional
SC cents off if received by Jan
29. Registration from 8-8:30
Send entries to: Bill Behner
4601 Penn Ave. Dayton, OH
45432 1-11
MARDI-GRAS! All people interested in going to NewOrleans to cheer on the rugby
team (and visit the MardiGras), please contact either
Greg Ellmore or Dan Miracle
in the Rat. The trip will be
between Feb. 2 and Feb. 6.
1-9
THE 1978 Winter Fest will be
held on Jan. 27. at 7:30 p.m.
The theme is "Bluegrass and
Beer" so come out for fun and
excitement !! (sponsored by
ICC) 1-11
CURE YOUR Saturday Night
Fever this Friday as the WSU
Rugby Club presents Disco
Nite in the Rat. Party starts at
8:30. Reduced beer prices.
Music by Svntcx productions.
1-10
GET DOWN and boogie at
'Bluegrass & Beer." It's the
1978 Winter Fest on Jan. 27,
7:30. It promises to be a lot of
fun! 1-11

with women's interest in taking
an active role in their own health
concerns; Livia Makes Some
Changes, a docu-drama about a
middle-aged housewife who overcomes family opposition to get
a job.
APPROPRIATELY
TITLED
Home Movie dtVi with a lesbian who comes out of the closet.
The other films are Our Little
Munch kin Here and Menses, an
experimental film about women's
attitudes about menstruation.
Child care will provided fte,
and the admission charge for the
films is $2. Anyone wishing more
information should call the women's center between 2 and 6
p.m. at 223-3296.
MARDI GRAS! Anyone inter
ested in joining the rugby club
to New Orleans, please contact Greg Elmore or Dan
Miracle in the Rat. Reservations must be in by Fri.. Jan.
13. The trip will run Thurs.
Feb. 2-Mon., Feb. 6. 1-9
THE NEXT CGA meeting vill
be Monday. January 16. at
5:30 in the lower hearth
lounge. The Greek Expansion
meeting will be Saturday January 14 at 9:00 a.m. in room
155B of the University Center.
1-10
IF YOU'VE got the munchies.
then come to the Zeta Tau
Alpha bakesale!!! Thursday
and Friday Jan. 12 and 13.
between 11 and 1 at the
University Center Lobby-See
you there!!! 1-11
DELTA ZETA Pledge class
announces a night at the
Mouse That Roared. January
16. 1978. Proceeds go to the
Ohio Institute of the Deaf,
prices'.00 at the door. Starts
at 8 o'clock. Guy's and Girls
eighteen years old. Come party with the Delta Zetas. 1-3
Typing, fast accurate service.
Theses, term papers, articles
for publication. Mrs. Walker.
426-7094.
SADAT MADE it to Israel...
HOW ABOUT YOU? Israeli
Government offers subsidized
trips. Israel Programs. 1580
Summit.
Cincinnati,
OH
45237, (513) 761-7500. 12-223-10
HAVE A rockin' good time
with the Alpha Xi's at their
first annua! Rock-a-thon. January 14 at the Dayton Mall
from 11 a.m.-8 p.m. 1-6
WHO CAN help you untangle
your University problems?
The Ombudsman can! Stop by
our office. 192 Ally*i Hall.
9.00 AM-7.00 PM Monday &
Tuesday 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Weds. & Thursday. 9:00 AM2:00 PM Friday, (or by appointment). 1-3
wi'NTERFEST: Get ready for
fun. games and crafts: Bluegrass and Bei-r Friday, Jan.
27 in the U.C
' -teria. Free
admission'.! 1 - j

Personals
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Chipp
Swindler. Associate Editor
Ouardian. Happy Birthday, on
Monday. Jan. 16. 1978. J.JJ
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Punk rock band's music not so bad after all

By R. L. METCAI.F
Guardian Musk Wrtter
From the response I've had so
far to Ihe "Guardian music
awards" survey (sma'l hough
the response may be). I've discovered thai there is an interest
in New Wave music among WSU
students. This interest in New
Wave music among WSU students seems to cover quite a
variety of artists.
I am not especially a fan of
New Wave (also known as punk
music), just as 1 have not found
any other genre of music which
has totally been to my liking. So I
am trying to judge without any
bus one way or the other, except
a musical bias.
TWO RECENT New Wave
albums are The Motors and
Willie Alexander and the Boom
Boom Band, debut albums by
bands of the same names. Falling into the New Wave classification seems to be the only thing
these groups have in common.
The Motors are British; Aleiander calls Boston his home. The
Motors' LP provides a non-stop
barrage of primal rock. Willie
and company are rockers, but
they offer a variety of styles,
musical competence, and some
'• and wit.
The Motors, if they are to be
judged by the ad campaign which
Variety called "the year's most
tasteless ad" (for those fortunate
enough to miss it, the ad featured a picture of Jayne Mansfield,
who was decapitated in an auto
accident, with the caption "I lost
my head over the Motors"),
make up in crassness what they
lack in class.
ADMITTEDLY, IT is unfair to
judge a group by their ad, but I
am unable to tell if their lyrics
display this same attitude of
tastelessness. The producer.

Robert John tange. mixes the
instruments-especially
the
bass-to the foreground, ana the
lyrics are barely audible and
mostly unintelligible.
A unique feature of the group
is the simultaneous use of two

my turntable.
ALEXANDER HAS an inter
esting. verstile voice which multi-tracks well when harmonics
are required. He also is an
accomplished key boardist.
Severin Grossman on ba-s and

this version is radically different
in its rawness, ano much more
believable because of it. When
Alexander growls.
"And 1
c»n't--l can't go on:" it has a
sincerity that no Las Vegas sentiment can match.
Radio Heart opct.s with a
bass riff that makes it impossible
to keep from foot-tapping. It is
vita! rock and roll, befitting the
title of the song.
Looking Like a Bimbo is a
spoof on outrageous rock and roll
costumes, utilizing a blues style
which complements Alexander's
idiosyncratic but pleasing voice
well.
THE BAND gets into balladry
with Everybody Knows, a lament
of lovers who grew apart: "Even
though we both knew we were
dreaming/Both of us thought we
could stay the same." It has a
classic sound, especially the
backing vocals, reminiscent of

the mid-Sixties, it is a beautiful,
haunting song.
Hair is a humorous song about
freedom of fashion, advising listeners to "throw your toupee
away It's a gonna be okay today." It does get a bit silly, but
it's played for fun, and Willie's
dialogue with himself about the
barbershop is wonderfully done.
The album closer. Ke-nuac, is
musically excrUent, and displays
intelligence and wit. An anthem
to Beat Generation Here Jack
Kerouac (the second in a yearTom Waits "Jack & Neal" also
immortalized the author of On
th( Road) which croons, "Kerouac, you're on the lop of mv shelf,
with nobod" else."
IF YOU are interested in 'he
New Wave that is sweeping over
music, tell yourself it's a rock
and roll album. 1 promise you'll
never know the difference.

Loose, vulgar, funky and very funny
Pryor gobbles up his triple part like a
happy hog let loose in a garden:
Willie Alexander and ttw Boon-Boon Band
lead vocalists, and it would have
been wiser to capitalize on this,
there are some interesting instumentals-one of the best is the
Aerosmith-influenced
guitar
work on Whisky Mid Wine-but
for the most part, there is not
enough variety in the pace and
styles of the songs to maintain
much interest.
On the other hand, Willie
"Loco" Alexander and the Boom
Boom Band is the first New
Wive band to capture my attention and a good deal of time on

David McLean on drums provide
the diverse rhythms which ar<;
the backbone of the LP. and bill;'
Loosignian's work on electric and
acoustic guitars adds the raunchy
rock touch.
The variety on this album is
ratner amazing, as I expected a
perpetual assault of guitars and
shouting.The first song, in fact,
is a remake of You 've Lost That
Lovin' Fee/in', the Righteous
Brothers' standard.
THE ORIGINAL had a smooth
sound and polished harmonies;

CLARK SAID HE feels the
programs are "good exposure
because most of the guests are
Wright State people. 4t promotes
the University, faculty, and students."
Programs to be aired for
WHIO Reports will be chosen
jointly by Channel 7 and Clark.
"It wil! be a co-operative decision between Dick Bcis-r, program manager, and me," he
said.
No commercials will inte rupt
the broadcasts, and therefore
'A'HIO wil! realize no profits from
the programs.

CHANNEL 16 aired the program Wright Slate Presents last
• ear on a weekly basis, but
beginning Feb. 4 the title will be
changed to Insights, and will be
seen on Saturdays at 7 p.m.
Future Insights will include
China Part I on Jan. 14, which
will cover the historic sites and
education in China, while China
Part II deals with industry and
medical care of China, and will
be shown on Jan. 21. "How
Changes i:i the Federal Income
Tax Laws will Affect You" will
•lso be aired on Feb. 4
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'lnsights'toai r onTv-7&16/14
By KAREN STRIDER
Guardian Staff Writer

The host of Wri//ht State Presents, a weekly television program aired last year by Channils
14 and 16 to spotlight WSU
faculty members, is starting '.978
with a new show 4/id i lew
arrangement with Dayton's leading TV station.
'-'-'MO Reports will be aired on
Channel 7 at 10 a.m. on the third
Sunday of every month during
1?78. and Dr. Robert Clark of
WSL"» C olicfie of Educator will
host ihe xeriei.

,
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coupon special

coupon special

With a purchase of any two giant sandwiches,
get your choice of any regular sandwich free!
offer good Monday, Jan. 16-Wednesday, Jan. 18
must present coupon ad when ordering
one coupon per order coupon not good on deliveries

637 Spinning Rd.
258-2722
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Strokersville leads Green Bowling League
By Sl'SAK OPT
Guardian Slaff Writer

(2848).
AHEAD OF strokersvilie in high
games and High Series are the
Stokersville Bill Embry scored Rowdies (2907. 1019) who lay
a school high and a personal high claim to a first place team
with a 670 in the individual High standing with 16 wins and no
Series as part of the Intramural. losses so far this season. RowdDepartment's
men's
Green ie's teammate G. Humerick is
Bowling League.
only three behind Embry in high
Embry also took first and third games with 255.
place high games with a 258 and
The 12-4 second placc standing
244, respectively. The Strokers- Chokers are leading the Green
ville team as a whole has a third Bowling !'-..gue with a team
place standing in both high High Series of 2933 and team
games (1005) and High Series high games of 1025

Strokersville. standing at third
with a 12-4 record, are followed
by Alley-Oops 10-6. Poor Old
Profs 10-6. Impedance Jumpers
6-10 and Phi Kappa Tau holding
down a last placc position with
no wins and 16 losses.
K.X. WEINS lead the Women's Gold Bowling League svith
16 wins, no losses, followed by
'/eta Tau Alpha 8-8. Phi Mu 4-12
and the Krazy Kappas. 2-14 for
the season.
K.X. Wcins also claims team
High Series (2665) and team high

games (980.' while Zeta Tau
Alpha is second in high series
(2640) third in high games (890)
with Phi Mu filling in the third
placc High Series slot with 2628
and second place high games
(897).
Phi Mu M. Wilson leads the
teams with a first and second
place position in both individual
High Series (538, 472) and individual high games (189, 182).
Third place individual high series
and games goes to Zeta Tau
Alpha teammate D. Gowans with

a 463 and 181. respectively.
Bowlers next hit the alleys cn
January !8.
A Co-Rec Doubles Badminton
Tournament, sponsored by the
Intramural and Recrentiona' Department. will be helu on Monday, January 30 from 6-8 p.m. in
the Auxiliary Gym.
It -"ill be a single elimination
tournamtnt with T-shirts to winners. Entry deadline is Thursday.
January 19, Sign up in the
locker-rooms of the P.E. building. no entry fee is charged.

the newly constructed large
building is a combination of the
motor pool and a water treatment
plant. The small building next to
it will be the Hazardous Chemical building
THE MOTOR POOL takes up
two-thirds of the larger building
while the water treatment plant
occupies the rest.
The motor pool can hold four
buses and two cars. It is a total of

6,000 square feet. Bob Marlow
said.
Oldiges said that the building
is "extremely efficient" and that
now the motor pool will have
"faster and better service."
The old motor pool wa<« in the
old A'moo Steel Co. building.
Since the buses could not tit into
it, "the mechanics had to work
outside all year around." Oldiges
said. "With the new building,
the mechanics can now work on
all the vehicles inside. Any size
bus can fit in the motor pool.

Marlow said that originally,
they "had hoped to get a building twice the size" but construction costs have soared during the
past few years.
In the hazardous chemical
builcing, all chemicals will be
received in bulk form, broken

down into smaller quantities and
then taken to campus.
The total cost of project was
SI,778,260, It was approved two
years ago. The project was in the
planning stage for a year, and
the buildings took almost a year
to construct.

New WSU motor pool 'like Taj Mahal 'says Oidigcs
By DAVID MIX
Guardian Staff Writer

"How do I like it? I love it. It's
like the Taj Mahal."
That was Ron Oidigcs' reaction
to the new motor pool near " K "
lot. Oidigcs is the associate
director of Purchasing and Construction.
Bob Marlow, Director of Campus and Construction, said that

Feminist is talk subject
Edith Wharton was a hesitant
feminist. This was the conclusion
which Dr. James Gleason, associate professor of English, camc to
in his lecture on the 19th century
novelist which he gave at the
University Center on Wednesday.
The lecture included biographical details of Wharton's life. „,id
discussion of those aspects of her
life and novels that indicated she
might have feminist interests.
GLEASON EXPLAINED that
even though Wharton had "a
high regard for social tradition of
the 19th century." and that she
opposed social reform, she nonetheless divorced her husband and
was engaged in an illicit love
affair. Gleason feels that this
indicates that she had feminist

INK: MA

ideas with regard to her personal
life, but not in her overall values.
Gleason has studied extensively in the areas of American and
20th Century British Literature.
His interest in Wharton began
w hen he was a doctoral candidate
at Ohio Stale University. Her
works were the subject of his
dissertation.
Wharton has been regaining
popularity in recent years and
Gleason feels that "the attitude
is changing due to a cultural
milieu which is ready to accept
women writers," This is due. in
P'.irt, to the women's movement,
he explained.
"If we are to speak of Edith
Wharton as a hesitant feminist,
the emphasis must be placed on
'hesitant'." Gleason said.
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Financial Aid check signing

The Financial Aid Winter Quarter check signing schedule is as
follows:
If your last name begins with the letter:
Sthrough Z
Monday. Jan. 23
L through R
Tuesday. Jan. 24
F through K
Wednesday. Jan. 25
A through E
Thursday. Jan. 26
All unsigned
Friday. Jan. 27
All checks are to be signed at the Bursar's office between the
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. On Monday and Tuesday signing
days The Bursar's Office will re-open from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. for
night students to sign. Students must present WSU ID or picture
ID.
If checks arc not signed By Friday the 27th. financial aid and
registration will be cancelled.
Students with Ohio Instructional Grant and/or Work-Study only
need not sign checks.
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1st PARTY of the
QTR.

DISCO
NITE
FRIDAY JAN. 13
• 8:30-12:30pm
IntheRAT
* 75' WSU *1 Non-WSU
* MUST HAVE I. D.
• Music by SYNTEX
„ ARA will be serving reduced
^>eer and delicious sandwichesj

